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Are you sure you want to exit without saving your work?
Then send us an email!
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You have multiple tabs open. Are you sure you want to close?
Find our past issues online!
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Where were you this Sunday?
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1:30 AM wakes up.
11:45 AM Shotguns a can of  beer.
12:00 PM Lets call from Cheney go to voicemail.
12:15 PM calls Al Gore. Asks “is your refrigerator 
running?” in a thick Scottish accent before 
collapsing into giggles.
12:17 PM Al Gore calls to explain to a dumbfounded 
Bush how caller ID works.
12:30-1:30 PM Lunch.  Laura makes him peanut 
butter and jelly sandwiches with the crusts cut off.
2:00-4:00 PM Siesta.
4:05 PM Lets call from Cheney go to voicemail.
4:15-6:15 PM Post-siesta nap.
6:30-8:30 PM Formal dinner with Jeb, the Saudi ambassador, and various oil industry 
lobbyists.  Bush plays ‘push the little pea-people off  of  the mashed potato mountain’.
8:30-9:00 PM Plays fetch with dog, dog tires of  game before Bush does.
9:00-9:42 PM Watches Burn Notice.  Hour-long show only takes 42 minutes because Bush 
remembered to Tivo it earlier in the week.
9:42-10:00 PM Chuckles to self  about how clever he was to use Tivo
10:30 PM Laura reads The Very Hungry Caterpillar to Bush, Bush falls asleep right as the 
caterpillar starts eating the swiss cheese.

DAY IN THE LIFE OF BUSH 

BE OUR INTERN

JDORM VERDICTS
Case 214.6
The J-Dorm was presented with a case in which the 
complainant alleged that the respondent had violated the 
Reed Sexual Harassment Policy during an online conversation 
that took place while both sat across from one another in a 
common area. The J-Dorm discovered that the respondent 
had indeed violated the code by falsely representing a link to 
EEL PORN as a link to an innocuous video on 4chan. The 
J-Dorm recommended that the respondent be sentenced 
to a two-week ostracization period from the J-Dorm table 
at commons and subjected to the silent treatment for the 
same duration. The respondent appealed the decision of  the 
J-Dorm on the grounds of  excessive punishment. The appeal 
was sustained, and the respondent had their period of  ostracization commuted on the 
condition that they continue to allow the J-Dorm free use of  their Wii and Super Smash 
Brothers game, and all controllers, remotes, and cords thereunto pertaining. The respondent 
accepted the decision of  the J-Dorm.

Case 219.7
The J-Dorm was presented with a case in which the 
respondent was alleged to have never watched Full Metal 
Alchemist in the original Japanese, in violation of  the bylaws 
of  the J-Dorm. Upon interrogation of  the respondent, 
the J-Dorm found that the allegations were accurate, and 
summarily recommended that the respondent either be 
compelled to watch the series in its 51-episode entirety or be 
exiled from the J-Dorm, in accordance with the bylaws of  
the latter. The respondent appealed the case on the grounds 
that they had read the original manga from which the anime 
was derived, and should therefore be exempted from the 
jurisdiction of  the bylaws. Upon further deliberation over 
the merits of  the two works, the J-Dorm upheld its initial 
decision with the concession to the respondent that the 
marathon would be screened as a dorm event and enjoyed 
with copious amounts of  Pocky Sticks and Monster energy 
drinks. The respondent accepted the ruling of  the J-Dorm.

Case 223.2
The J-Dorm was presented with a case in which a complainant 
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sleep at 4 a.m. on a weeknight by an excessive level of  noise 
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hallway to seek out the source of  the noise, the complainant 
discovered that two cat-people were copulating in the hallway. 
In addition to a cease and desist order, the complainant sought 
damages to cover the costs of  trauma counseling and restitution for medical expenses 
pursuant to non-elective sinus reconstruction surgery, which the respondent alleged 
was necessitated by the inhalation of  deleterious airborne substances in the heretofore 
mentioned vicinity. On examining the facts of  the case, the J-Dorm declared that there 
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the bylaws of  the J-Dorm, the complainant and the two respondents would have to prove 
the respective merits of  their cases through competing head to head in Dance Dance 
Revolution, either in person or through a delegated third party. The complainant dropped 
his case.
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The deadline to apply for the highly competitive Pamphlette Humor Writing Internship is 
almost here! Don’t miss your opportunity to get started in the exciting world of  resume 
padding with this highly-coveted 12-week unpaid internship writing copy for Reed College’s 
award-winning publication, The Pamphlette. Applicants are reminded to submit their 200-500 
word writing sample along with seven (7) letters of  recommendation by February 31, 2010 
to pamphlette@lists.reed.edu. Good Luck!

DAY IN THE LIFE OF CHENEY
4:30 AM emerges from hibernation cave to begin another 
day.
4:45-5:00 AM kills adorable puppy with bare hands to 
“get into the mood” for the rest of  the day.
5:00-6:30 AM plays with tomorrow’s adorable puppy so 
as to win puppy’s trust.
6:30-7:00 AM breakfasts in front of  The Powerpuff  Girls on 
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7:15 AM attempts to call George W. Bush to discuss 
latest developments in health care debate, call goes to 
voicemail.  Remembers that Bush will not be up for 
another four hours.
7:30-11:30 AM [Redacted]
11:30-11:45 “Lunchtime” Cheney is fed a mixture of  

virgin’s blood and baby’s tears intravenously.
12:00 PM Attempts to call George W. Bush to discuss political strategy, call goes to voicemail.
12:30 PM Anoints top of  head with myrrh in preparation for speech to the Heritage 
Foundation.
1:00-2:00 PM Speech to Heritage foundation on how even though the eight years of  the 
Bush presidency may have seemed like a phantasmagoric Kafka-esque hell having a black 
president will be worse.
3:00 PM Attempts to smile at a small child, small child wets himself  and begins to cry.
3:15-4:00 PM Stocks up at Safeway on canned food for his underground bunker.
4:05 PM Attempts to call Bush to discuss potential embarrassing discoveries about 
Guantanamo Bay, call goes to voicemail.
4:45 PM Dinner.  Cheney likes to get take advantage of  the ‘early bird’ special at Cracker 
Barrel.
5:00-6:00 PM Watches Glenn Beck.  Shouts at television whenever Beck seems too liberal
6:30-8:30 PM Kills a drifter and turns the drifter’s bindle into a horcrux.
9:00 PM Enters hibernation cave for the night, reminds Lynne to lock him in because if  
he gets out during a full moon there’ll be “hell to pay and dead goats everywhere” in the 
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Name: Edward Lunchlater, Sophomore, lunchle@reed.edu
Title: My Dick, performance
Description: 9 uncut inches of  grade-A dickmeat.
Budget:
1 bottle of  baby oil = $2.99
TOTAL = 2.99
 
Name: Nancy Quague, Junior, quaguen@reed.edu
Title: Angel Queen Nancy, performance
Description: I, lit up by a thousand lights, will be lowered from the ceiling in a white, 
silken dress. A shower of  ten thousand feathers will burst over the audience. A chorus of  
French horns will announce my arrival into the space, and once my toes touch the ground, 
my throngs of  assistants will come pouring from the sides of  the room and undress me. I 
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lifted into the caravan and led away, a young child in the audience will exclaim: “That was 
the most beautiful woman I’ve ever seen!” and all will cheer in assent.
Budget:

2-pack incandescent lightbulbs @ $1.99 X 500 = $995.00
packet of  roughly 25 white feathers @ $5.00 X 400=$2,000.00
white evening gown by Ridarte = $ 6,490.00
french horn @ $1,395.00 X 10 = $10,395.00
1 gallon of  honey @ 50.00 X 2 = $100.00
1/4 ounce bottle of  rose oil @ $15.00 X 7 = $105.00
rental caravan for $50.00 an hour X 20 hours = $1,000.00
“dirty newsboy” costume for child = $30.00
1 pint Häagen Dazs ice cream for post-performance relaxing = $6.99
TOTAL: $21,121.99
 
Name: Sandy Cundy, Sophomore, cundys@reed.edu
Title: Untitled, sculpture
Description: A ready-made urinal placed on its back in a pedestal in the gallery. The signa-
ture “R. Mutt” will be painted on the base. Will be scandalous.
Budget: 
salvaged urinal = $0.00
1 bottle of  black paint = $5.00
TOTAL: $5.00
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Q: What did the chemistry major say to the African-American studies major?
A: Nothing only religion majors talk to non-entities.

Dylan Thomas, Ernest Hemingway, and William Faulkner walk into a bar. And 
never come out.

Knock Knock
Who’s there?
Sociology Major.
Sociology Major who?
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